
HIST 300: Historical Thinking
(Section 01 & 02) 

HIST 300: Historical Thinking 
M/W, 9:35-10:50 AM (Section 01)
M/W, 1:50-3:05 PM (Section 02)

Wilson Hall 1014
Andrew Witmer 

witmerad@jmu.edu

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A seminar that introduces students to the methodological questions central to the discipline of history. Students learn how to recognize and appreciate the diversity of historical interpretation; how to identify, locate and interrogate secondary and primary sources; how to integrate critical analysis of evidence into writing; and how to employ different modes to present historical knowledge. Open to all students but required of history majors

mailto:witmerad@jmu.edu


HIST 312 
Japan since 1600
Wilson 1012, MWF 12:40-1:30
Dr. Yongguang Hu (hu2yx@jmu.edu)

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view

Linked to: History / Asian Studies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a survey of Japanese history from the Tokugawa society in the 17th and 18th centuries to the present, focusing on political and cultural changes, the rise of ultra-militarism, war and foreign relations, gender, class, and social movements, popular culture, economic miracles, and its recent lost decades

mailto:hu2yx@jmu.edu


HIST 320: Women in U.S. History 

Linked to: WGSS Minor,
American Studies Minor, 
Medical Humanities Minor

MWF 12:40 P.M. – 1:30 P.M. 
Wilson Hall 1014

Prof. Westkaemper, westkaem@jmu.edu

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

mailto:westkaem@jmu.edu


HIST 321: Gender and Sexuality in 
Modern Europe
Meets Monday and Wednesday 

1:50-3:05 in Wilson Hall 1012
Professor Jessica Davidson 

davidsjb@jmu.edu

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This class examines categories of gender, masculinity and femininity, as well as patriarchy and sexuality in the context of Modern Europe. The course will cover the significance of Republican Motherhood, the birth of feminism, the effects of empire, war and dictatorship on gender and sexuality, and the contradictions of sexuality and morality in Europe from the 18th to 20th centuries. With an emphasis on transnationalism, the course gives special attention to issues of gender and sexuality in England, France, Germany and the former Soviet Union. These same topics will be discussed in the context of European Empire.

mailto:davidsjb@jmu.edu


HIST 322: Jim Crow South

 MWF 10:20–11:10 (Wilson 2012), 
In-Person
Dr. Steven Reich 
(reichsa@jmu.edu)

Image: Segregated drinking fountain on the courthouse 
lawn in Halifax, North Carolina, 1938.

Linked to: Applying History 
requirement for the History Major as 
well as the minor in African, African 
American, and Diaspora Studies 
(AAAD) and Tracks 1, 2, 3, and 7 of 
the Humanities and Social Sciences 
Concentration of the IDLS major.

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During the era of Jim Crow—a period that spanned the years from the 1890s to the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s—state laws, municipal ordinances, and social customs racially segregated public and private life across the American South. Jim Crow, as both legal framework and social practice, shaped the everyday lives of three generations of Southerners, both black and white. It determined where they worked, where they attended school, what they learned, where and what they ate, what they wore, where they shopped, whom they could marry, how they raised their children, how they worshipped God, how and where they relaxed and socialized, and the political allegiances they held. This class examines the complexities of segregation—its legal boundaries, its social and cultural peculiarities, and its violent enforcement. It especially focuses on the political actions that challenged and eventually dismantled it. The course satisfies the Applying History requirement for the History Major as well as the minor in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies (AAAD) and Tracks 1, 2, 3, and 7 of the Humanities and Social Sciences Concentration of the IDLS major.

mailto:reichsa@jmu.edu


HIST 333: Maps, Money, 
Manufacture and Trade 
TuTh 2:20-3:35 Wilson 1001, in person 

Alison Sandman, sandmaad@jmu.edu

Linked to: Meets the 
"Thinking with Economics" 
requirement for social 
studies teaching/ISS

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How do maps make arguments?  How did New World silver change world trade?  Why did people build factories, and why did others resist?  How do you make sense of economics beyond numbers and graphs?  We will look at a few key concepts and case studies in the geography and economics of a globalizing world to make sense of the interactions of maps, economics, and history.  Recommended especially for future social studies teachers, but open to all.

mailto:sandmaad@jmu.edu


HIST 335: Topics in Applied History: 
White-Columned America 

MWF 11:30-12:20, Wilson 1014 (in person)
Dr. Philip Herrington, herrinpm@jmu.edu

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through theme-based readings and public history projects, this class invites students on an exploration of Americans’ longstanding fascination with classical architecture. Why are most of America’s iconic buildings (Mount Vernon, the White House, and the U.S. Capitol, to name a few) white-columned, and why has classical architecture enjoyed such enduring popularity in the United States? What does classical architecture communicate about American society and its values? A primary component of the class is a workshop focused on documenting white-columned Carrier Library prior to major renovations beginning May 2023.

mailto:herrinpm@jmu.edu


Hist 339:  Creating and Ratifying the 
US Constitution 

M/W 9:35 A.M. – 10:50 A.M.
Wilson Hall 1012

Dr. Kevin Hardwick
hardwikr@jmu.edu

mailto:hardwikr@jmu.edu


HIST 343: History of Today

Tu/Th 12:45-2:00PM
Wilson Hall 1014
Prof. Evan Friss(frissej@jmu.edu)

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This course is about how to use history as a means to understand the present. Whether it is applying historical questions to contemporary settings, leveraging historical skills to analyze current events, or offering historical context to divisive issues, history can help us think through the problems of today and the possibilities of tomorrow.

mailto:frissej@jmu.edu


HIST 342: Selected Themes in European History
with Dr. Christian Davis (davis2cs@jmu.edu) Spring 2023

Tues/Thurs 12:45-2:00 in person (Wilson Hall 1012)

Revolution and Radical Change 
in Modern Europe

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This course covers the turbulent history of revolution and radical political change in modern Europe, beginning with the French Revolution of 1789 and ending with the overthrow of the communist dictatorships in Central-Eastern Europe near the end of the twentieth-century.  Students will gain in-depth knowledge of the causes, chronologies, and outcomes of modern Europe’s many political revolutions.  We will also examine how revolutions have—at times—generated tremendous social, economic, and/or cultural change.

mailto:davis2cs@jmu.edu


HIST 342: Twentieth-century Eastern Europe

Twentieth-century Eastern Europe
11:10-12:25
Wilson 2001

Michael Gubser
gubsermd@jmu.edu

Linked to: Modern 
European Studies 

minor

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This course considers major trends and events in twentieth-century East-Central Europe, the band of states stretching from Poland and the Baltic States in the north to Bulgaria and Yugoslavia in the south.  While the first part of the course will cover the interwar and wartime period, the greatest emphasis will be placed on the communist and post-communist eras.  It will consider political, social, economic, cultural, and intellectual trends.  The course involves both lecture and discussion

mailto:gubsermd@jmu.edu


HIST 344 – 0001: Magic Mountains, Man-Eating 
Beasts, and Unquiet Woods: An Environmental 

History of British India 
T/TH, 2:20-3:35,
Wilson Hall 1012
Prof. Neel Amin, 

aminnn@jmu.edu

Linked to: Environmental 
Humanities Minor
Asian Studies Minor

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This course examines the history of British India during the 19th and 20th centuries with regards to how the British colonial state interacted with India's natural environment. Students will learn how the British attempted to understand and control India’s hilltops, forests, and wildlife in an effort to govern more efficiently, profitably, and effectively. They will learn that this was not without challenges, however, as colonized subjects spoke up and acted out against British authority.

mailto:aminnn@jmu.edu


HIST 357: Fates of Empires 
TuTh 9:35-10:50

Memorial 3255, in person
Alison Sandman, sandmaad@jmu.edu

Linked to: Meets the applying history 
requirement. All students in the 
teaching programs should take the 
class together with MSSE470H in their 
junior year (4-year program) or senior 
year (5-year program).  This course 
has replaced HIST 457: Comparative 
Empires.

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What makes empires fall apart?  Looking at empires like the Mongols, the Aztecs, the Spanish, and the Ottomans we will try to make sense of the rise and fall of empires in world history.  Over the course of the semester, students will explore ways to translate insights and analysis at the college level to middle school and high school lessons. All students in the teaching programs should take the class together with MSSE470H in their junior year (4-year program) or senior year (5-year program).  This course has replaced HIST 457: Comparative Empires.



DR. MAURA HAMETZ
TU/TH 9:35-10:50

WILSON HALL 1012
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

HAMETZME@JMU.EDU

HIST 365: Towers, Time, and 
Technology 

on the Eve of World War I

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Linked to: 
International Affairs, 
IDLS, Connected 
History, STS Minor

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The course focuses on the period from 1880-1914 to explore cultures of technological development and technologies that affected the ways in which people saw and understood their world and that continue to have a profound effect today. From the Eiffel Tower at the Paris Exposition of 1889 to the creation of standard time, from the development of forensics to the understanding of wireless, the course looks at notions of progress and modernity as well as fears of degeneracy, decay, and chaos that set the world on the road to World War I.

mailto:hametzme@jmu.edu


Hist 401-02 Research Capstone: Illegal 
Slave Trading and the Rise of Capitalism

Tues/Thurs 9:35 in person in Wilson 
Hall 4033
Professor Bill Van Norman 
vannorwc@jmu.edu

Linked to: In addition to fulfilling the History 
Capstone requirement the course also is an 
elective in African, African-American and 
Diaspora Studies and Latin American, 
Latinx, and Caribbean Studies

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The course will enable students to explore the connections between the illegal slave trade in enslaved Africans and the rise of structures of global capitalism during the period 1808 to 1867. We will research and discuss networks of trade and commerce and how those grew from slave trading networks. We will also explore the human consequences of a system built on exploitation. 

mailto:vannorwc@jmu.edu


HIST 420: Mobs, Taxes, War and Laws: The 
American Revolution

T/TH 12:45-2 PM Wilson Hall 4033
In-person 

Dr. Rebecca Brannon
brannonr@jmu.edu

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This discussion and research course will consider the American Revolution in all kinds of ways: politics, economics, consumerism, cultural changes, and intellectual ideas.  We will consider how scholars have used evidence to try to understand the nature of the Revolution, and what that means for our country today.  Students will pursue self-chosen research projects on the Revolution and the founding of America.  Options include websites, Tiktok, Instagram, podcasts, and more.

mailto:brannonr@jmu.edu


HIST 473: Early Modern Islamic Empires

MonWed, 9:35-10:50 a.m., Wilson Hall 
4033

Timothy J. Fitzgerald, fitzgetj@jmu.edu

Requirements it meets: 1) 400-level 
(capstone) History major and minor 
class; 2) Middle Eastern 
Communities and Migrations 
(MECM) minor class; 3) International 
Affairs major, regional track class

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This seminar surveys and compares Islamic imperial formations from the 14th Century through World War I, focusing on the Ottoman, Safavid, and Mughal empires that flourished in the global age of early modernity. Requirements it meets:  1) 400-level (capstone) History major and minor class; 2) Middle Eastern Communities and Migrations (MECM) minor class; 3) International Affairs major, regional track class

mailto:fitzgetj@jmu.edu


HIST 462: Human Trafficking in 
African History 

T/TH 11:10am – 12:25pm
Wilson Hall 4033
Etana H. Dinka 

dinkaex@jmu.edu

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This seminar examines several key themes in the history of human trafficking in the entire sweep of African history: the trans-Saharan trade, Africa and the Red Sea trades, Africa and the Indian Ocean trade, Africa and the Mediterranean world, the Atlantic world trade, systems of African slavery and slave trade, and religions and slave trade. In exploring these themes, students will recognize that the history of human trafficking as a significant global economic factor defies racial boundaries, connecting water bodies and continents, and develop familiarity with competing historiographical interpretations, debates and theories. Students will have opportunities to appreciate the historical roles of human trafficking in transforming societies, economies, cultures, polities, religions, and people’s perceptions and worldviews. While Africa remains the focus of the course, most of the themes open up discussions about the history of human trafficking from global perspectives. The course will also involve improving essential skills of using sources of African history

mailto:dinkaex@jmu.edu


HIST 476: Revolutionary Russia

Tu/Th 3:55-5:10 p.m. 
Wilson 4033

Dr. Colleen Moore, 
moor23cm@jmu.edu

Linked to: Satisfies 
requirements for the 
Russian Studies Minor

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This course examines the causes, key events, and consequences of the Russian revolutionary movement that culminated in the overthrow of the autocracy and establishment of the world’s first socialist state in 1917. It explores how Western, Soviet, and Russian interpretations of the revolution have changed over time and compares the revolutionary experiences of members of various classes, genders, and nationalities in different parts of the Russian 

mailto:moor23cm@jmu.edu


HIST 470: Modern Africa (Seminar)

M/W: 8:00 A.M. - 9:15 A.M.
Wilson Hall-Rm 4033

Dr. David Owusu-Ansah
owusuadx@jmu.edu

Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The course focuses on the theories of economic development for emerging nations. Students will read, discuss and critically examine the content of development proposals made to African leaders since the 1960s. But, more importantly, what has been the history of African governmental responses to addressing its developmental challenges?



HIST 482:
French History Seminar: The Enlightenment

T/TH 2:20 P.M. – 3:35 P.M. Wilson 4033
Mary K Gayne gaynemk@jmu.edu

Photo: Lemonnier painting of a 1755 
reading of Voltaire's tragedy 
L'Orphelin de la Chine in the salon of 
Marie Thérèse Rodet Geoffrin Public 
domain via Wikimedia Commons Detailed description is below in notes (notes page view)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
French History Seminar: The Enlightenment What was the Enlightenment? Who were the philosophes? Where did women figure into the French Enlightenment? How did the major figures of the French Enlightenment understand and imagine society? Where did work, trade, commerce, and luxury figure in the Enlightenment? How did race figure into Enlightenment thought? What impact did the Enlightenment thinkers attribute to the arts and sciences? What was the role of theater? What was the significance of material culture? Who were the Grub Street writers? Who was anti-Enlightenment? In this course, students form an intellectual cohort committed to: 1. reading and understanding major Enlightenment texts, as well as historical studies of the Enlightenment, 2. individually developing an original historical analysis of primary sources, and 3. subjecting that analysis to peer critique within a traditional seminar format.

mailto:gaynemk@jmu.edu
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